
ITEM #501 - FIRE & ICE

  

DESCRIPTION: This is one of our most popular “turn-key” shows and always a real crowd pleaser.  Fire & Ice is an ex-
tremely upbeat performance that shows off Circus Orange’s unique ability to combine pyrotechnics with human per-
formance to spectacular effect.

We have two versions of this popular show.  There is a five performer and a three performer version.  We recom-
mended the five person act with four female and one male fire and pyro performers.  The performers use fire/pyro fans, 
pyro staves, fire “ball & chain” and perform custom choreography to set music.  Ice is represented through the use of 
dramatic white costumes and icy silver pyrotechnics.  Fire is symbolized by, well... fire.  Floor mounted pyro such as 
flame projectors, gerb (fountain) fans and small mine boards provide a stunning pyrotechnic backdrop to this unique 
high-energy set.  

This show is designed to be performed indoors and the pyro is our all new smoke reduced formulations.  

DURATION: 6 min.

COSTUME: Various

TECH REQUIREMENTS:  Secure stage area of no less than 40’ X 30’. Dressing room and permission from the venue 
for the use of pyrotechnic effects and open flame.  We get all the necessary permits and have the appropriate insurance 
in place in this regard. If staged indoors a “fire watch” (over ride of building smoke detection system) will be required.  
This is a standard procedure in most buildings and we can help facilitate it.

PRICE:  For further details and pricing on this item please contact our office.
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A NOTE ON THE USE OF FIRE AND PYROTECHNICS:
At Circus Orange we take working with fire and pyrotechnics extremely seriously. Our team is comprised of py-
rotechnicians who have a proven safety record and excel in their ability to combine performer and audience 
safety with truly dramatic effects.  We have over twenty-years of incident free experience in this field and our 
full pyro resume is available upon request.

What about permits and insurance you ask? Well, we take care of everything in this regard. We will speak with 
the site or venue technical staff to determine the appropriate effects and safety precautions. We then submit 
our pyro plan to the local fire department and obtain a permit and any other clearances required. The show is 
set up and fired by our own team of licensed pyrotechnicians and, of course, we are insured specifically for 
these services.

If this show takes place in Canada we will provide all the pyrotechnics, obtain the pyro permit and supply li-
censed pyrotechnicians.  If this show takes place outside Canada we will work with a “local license” who will 
help facilitate our working with the pyrotechnics internationally.  We will supply more information on this aspect 
of the production as required.

A NOTE ON FIRE PERFORMANCE
Circus Orange is comprised of a team of some of the best fire performers in Canada.  Fire safety is our number 
one concern on all shows and particularly so on shows with a fire aspect to them.  We always have a dedi-
cated fire safety person on hand with CO2 fire extinguisher(s), wet towels and any other fire prevention equip-
ment that we deem necessary for the proposed act.  We will work with venue and site staff to ensure a safe 
implementation of all our fire shows.  This involves setting a secure perimeter around the act.  It also means  
communicating with the local fire prevention office (a division of the fire department) and sometimes temporar-
ily bypassing smoke detection systems in areas of the venue.  This is all standard procedures for us  and is 
something that we coordinate and implement in conjunction with the local fire prevention office as well as 
venue management and technical staff.

INSURANCE DETAILS
We maintain comprehensive general liability insurance that is specific to our show content (pyrotechnics, aerial 
performance, stunts and fire).  We provide an individual certificate of insurance for each and every show we 
perform and can add other companies on as ‘additionally insured’ as required.

A NOTE ON PRICING
We will generate a formal quote based on your feedback to this proposal document.

Dates not secured until our contract is signed and a 25% deposit is received. 
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